
Rolling Oaks at World Woods 
        Brooksfield, Florida 
 
 
Architect: Tom Fazio (1993) 
 
Tees  Par Rating Slope Yardage 
Mens  72 71.5 125 6520 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 Of the two Tom Fazio courses designed by at the World Woods golf destination in Southwest Florida, 
Rolling Oaks is the less celebrated of the pair.  It is part of a 48-hole complex with an elaborate practice and 
teaching area and a practice green from Mars-about five acres of the most imaginative putting array you can 
imagine.  The facility includes a  three hole practice/warm-up course,   nine hole par three, and the two 
championship eighteens.  In spite of the lack of critical acclaim Rolling Oaks is a very enjoyable and distinctive 
course that needs to be played. 
 
 As it’s name would suggest, this country club style course is built a rolling piece of property that wends it’s 
way among the oak trees.  The course has a very natural flow to it and all the holes seem to fit into the topography-
nothing seems forced or contrived.  The driving areas are generous but there are plenty of fairway bunkers to give 
direction and constraint to the driving tactics.  The greens have sweeping undulations but no where near the steep 
slopes of the Pine Barrens-much less disarming for mere mortals.  The bunkering is severe-deep bunkers set into 
the side hills around the greens are very intimidating in character.  The good news in most green arrangements are 
only bunkered on one side so there are safe passages to the target if a player plans accordingly. 
 
 The course is full of memorable holes-some very unique arrangements that leave plenty of room for 
creative tactics.  None of the challenges presented here are unfair but you do have to think your way around to be 
successful.  There is not much water to be concerned about it only comes into play on two holes as a forced carry 
but the woods and the bramble do make for some places you do not want to visit so control of your line and 
distance is at a premium. 
 
 It is a fun afternoon-real complement to the Pine Barrens-my suggestion you try to play both courses the 
same day-playing Rolling Oaks as a warm up. 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4 395 Yards  
 
 The front nine opens with a medium length dogear left.  Drive the ball to right center at the bunker that is 
about 250 yards out on the right.  Now you get a look down the hill at a green tucked to the left behind a deep 
bunker on the left.  This green has a hump center and low edges so balls will roll away from the pin in most spots. 
  
 
#2 Par 3 172 Yards 
 
 Tom is still being kind because this is a very straight forward par 3.  It appears that the green is below you 
but it is actually on level to the tee-the 172 yards is a good distance read for this shot.  Big bunker flanks the right 
side of a narrow green which has a bit of a dipped center portion that will hold most shots coming in.  Missing left 
off the tee leaves a rudimentary cross pitch to the flag. 
 
 
#3 Par 5 519 Yards 
 
 He is now starting to slowly ratchet up the challenge.  This medium length five par is strewn with bunkers 
all up the right side of the hole-making it clear that the left is where you want to be off the tee.  Drive it at the lone 
bunker you see on the left that is over 300 yards out.  Now your lay-up is to 100 yards next to the bunker on the 
right to get the best angle up a steeply ramped putting surface.  This green is open on the left with a lone bunker set 
into the side of the green on the right-something approaching on the left side of the green with some release will 
traverse the shoulder that protrudes on that side and close to the flag.   
 
 
#4 Par 4 341 Yards 
 
 This is a short sharp dogear left par four with an expansive driving area framed on both sides by bunkers.  
The only mistake you can make here is to try to cut off the corner getting greedy-the three bunkers there are a sure 
double waiting to happen.  Right center gives you a short club into an undulating green that should give you a 
decent birdie chance.  Simply hole but actually quite sporty. 
 
#5 Par 5 458 Yards 
 
 The shortness of this yardage makes this a very tempting treat.  The driving area is pinched tightly about 
190 out by bunkers but you really have to take on the challenge and fly it beyond the bunkers to give yourself a 
realistic chance to go for this green in two.  The green is tucked back to the right and a lone oak on the right will 
make you change trajectory or shape of your shot from the right side of the driving area.  If you  do not have a 
credible look at the green lay up wide left at about 75 and you can get an aggressive pitch into a green with a mess 
of levels to it.  You are going to have to be precise in this approach to get a good chance for a four. 
 
 
 



 
#6 Par 4 322 Yards 
 
 The yardage here again is a fooler-it is 322 but drastically uphill-sharp dogleg left-with an “Eisenhower 
Tree” on the left about 50 yards from the green that will definitely distort approach shots from that side.  Drive it 
wide to the right center to get a look at the green tucked behind Dwight’s commemorative offering.  The green is 
domed with a couple of bunkers strategically flanking the right side of the green so it is a high cut you need to hold 
the shot.  This is a very technical hole-big hitters will be mumbling to themselves as they walk to the next tee. 
 
 
#7 Par 4 409Yards 
 
 But here is the even-upper for the testosterone crew-409 but steeply uphill so it will take two big blows to 
reach this one in regulation.  Best drive is right side-next to the fairway bunker about 215 from the tee.  The lone 
deep bunker that protects the left side and literally hides the left half of the green from view means that you are 
going to have to curve one from the right to work up the right front of the green that is steeply banked back to front.  
Missing right flag high leaves a cross pitch you can manage.  Five here is acceptable. 
  
 
#8 Par 3 148 Yards 
 
 If there is a postcard memory on this course this is it.  What an awesome par three both visually and 
strategically-green set well below you appointed with stone accent walls and walkways, rock terrariums, and some 
water for good measure.  One of the two times on this course where the water is actually threatening-a pond flanks 
the left side of a very long green set diagonally to the hazard.  This green has some of the most serious undulation 
you will see all day and it tips to the left feeding balls to the center and back of the green-so the aiming point for all 
pins in right side and let the ground correction work to your advantage.  The elevation change from tee to green is 
worth a club-if the wind is blowing the correct choice can be very hard to calculate.  Equally breath taking view 
back up to the tee from the putting surface. 
 
  
#9 Par 4 437 Yards 
 
 If the tee is set to the left this is one hard par four.  You will have your second and last tangle with the water 
on the forced carry off the tee.  The fairway landing area turns to the left up the hole-much like the fourth at 
Avenel-but by far a  more generous landing area.  The second shot has to work its way up a cusped fairway that 
ramps significantly to the long and narrow green above.  One lonely bunker set into the right side of the green  
takes the right to left curving approach out of your hands.  The bunker on the left is a good 35 yards from the green 
so you can slide one up in to the green from that side-considerate pitching area was provided on the left of this 
green as well.  Very difficult stretch these last three holes. 
 
  
 
 
 
 



 
#10 Par 5 547 Yards 
 
 One of the things I really like about this course is the stepped challenge to the holes as you get deeper into 
the round.  The inward nine begins with the same tone of the outward nine, a very unusual and potentially 
dangerous (to your scorecard) par five confronts you.  Drive is to right center between twin pairs of fairway 
bunkers on either side of the landing area.  Anything in the sand will bring seven into the mix if you choose to be 
aggressive from there.  The second is a lay-up to a tight landing area at about 125 between another pair of bunkers 
at the base of a steep rise that will take you up to the green.  The real difficulty begins now because this is one of 
the more onerous green settings you see all day.  Good sized surface raised well above the fairway looks like Sally 
Field’s hat in the Flying Nun.  There are two very, very, very deep bunkers set into the side hills around the green  
-time spent in either of those bring seven and a half into the mix.  The putting itself is a real challenge here so it is a 
must to get an approach within 25 feet to avoid the three-jack. 
  
 
#11 Par 4 394 Yards 
 
 You would like a breather at this point but it is not coming.  This is a very confined, pretty straight par four 
that swoops down a hill from the teeing area and then back up a similar incline to another wavy green setting 
above.  The drive line is left center to get a peek at an opening to the putting surface created by the variegated 
placement of the bunkers across the face of the green.  The green is ramped up from front to back and set on a 
diagonal so it is clearly a draw curve that will allow you to work the ball up toward the flag.  The back left is a very 
small raised plateau area and it would be problematic to get a ball back into that area if that is where they stick the 
flag.  I am thinking a front pin is a birdie chance-anything else play for the conservative par. 
 
  
#12 Par 4 356 Yards 
 
 Ready for some relief, not here.  This hole has real character-the downhill from tee to green shortens the 
length but it makes the required control of your distancing on each shot a challenge.  Drive it to left center to get a 
clear look at the opening to the green that is set back to the right well below you.  This green is very receptive to 
your approach-no tricky undulations here-but make note that the two bunkers that protect the front right also sit 
above a nasty bit of rock and scrub below (you cannot afford to take it out over the bunkers and fail to curve it back 
or you are toast). For me, the slider is the preferred shape here working up the length of the diagonal setting of the 
green. 
 
 
#13 Par 3 186 Yards 
 
 Some relief at last.  This three par is no pushover but it affords plenty of room to play the middle iron  
required.  This green is set on the 7 to 1 angle and the only real problem is the cavernous bunker short and right of 
the green.  If they put the pin on the right you have to play the center and putt across.  Bail out area conveniently 
provided left of the green and the corresponding pitch is manageable. 
  
 
 



 
#14 Par 4 370 Yards 
 
 Distance on this hole is extended by the uphill climb from tee to green-the hole has a distinct right to left 
curve to it but the bend is created right at the driving landing area.  Drive is best to left center right at the bend 
because there are trees that cut into the second shot flight line from the right side of this fairway.  The green is set to 
the left behind a lone bunker and this is most easily negotiated with a draw around the bunker from the left edge of 
the fairway.    
  
 
#15 Par 4 434 Yards 
 
 Number one handicap hole-well earned distinction-this is long at 434 and longer because of the uphill 
second shot to the green.  Similar to number seven but it bends to the left instead of right.  Best drive is to left 
center just below the fairway bunker on the left.  The deep bunkers set into the hill left front of the green will mask 
the view of most of the putting surface.  Like on #7 the shot is a long club aimed hard at the right edge of the green 
setting up a flag high pitch across the green to try to save par.  This green is only 24 yards deep-pretty shallow for 
such a long shot in.  You should not make a high number here, but par will be a task. 
  
 
#16 Par 3 209 Yards 
 
 At 210 with a good bit of disaster on the left, this is another hole where discretion is the better part of valor.  
The tee shot is downhill but it is not worth much of an increment on the club selection.  Deep bunker and ravine 
short left of the green and worse stuff below that.  The green is wide and cants to the left so it should be very 
receptive to a right-to-left swinger.  The way left pin behind the bunker is a full-metal tootsie pop-do not mess with 
it.  Given the pitch of this green the putting will be a challenge. 
  
 
#17 Par 4 333 Yards 
 
 This is a short par four that dogears left late around a 45 yard long fairway bunker on the left.  No value in 
cutting the corner-too many trees around that bunker to knock down an overcooked curve and leave you no second 
at the green.  Drive out to the right and you will have a short club in hand for your second to a green below.  The 
green is a small Thomas Crowned Affair so keeping the approach shot from feeding to the back of the green is a 
major chore.  If you are in any doubt about the shot in you can play the front right edge and let it squirm onto the 
green for a downhill putt at the flag. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
#18 Par 5 490 Yards 
 
 The finishing hole is a beautiful dramatic looking hole that really has little risk in it unless you try 
something really dumb.  Drive to left center down the hill from the high tee to have a clear sight line to the lay-up 
area at about 110.  Big oaks on the right at 200 will block your view on the second shot if your tee ball wanders to 
the right.  From the lay-up you have to negotiate the uphill and a sea of bunkers that pervade the left side of the hole 
from 75 yards in and pinching bunkers on the right.  This green is only 23 deep-barely a whisker to shoot at-and it 
has some good bit of pitch and roll in it as well.  With a short club in hand and some sound visualization of the 
landing area you should give yourself a good look at a tweeter to end the round.  Last two are a nice calming finish 
after the tumultuous beginning to the back nine. 
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